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ABSTRACT

The paper presents a model for developing intelligent query processing in Malayalam. For this the
investigator has selected a domain as time enquiry system in Malayalam language. This work discusses
issues involved in Natural Language Processing. NLQPS is a restricted domain system, deals with the
natural Language Queries on time enquiry for different modes of transportation. The system performs a
shallow syntactic and semantic analysis of the input query. After the knowledge level understanding of the
query, the system triggers a reasoning process to determine the type of query and the result slots that are
required. The investigator tries to extract the hidden intelligent behind a Natural Language Query
submitted by a user.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A NLQPS system is an automatic system capable of processing the written natural language
query like a human. The NLQPS systems can be characterized with several qualities that
fundamentally arise in a Language Processing System. A Query Processing system can be domain
specific, which means that the topics of the query are restricted. Often, this means simply that
also the document collection, i.e., the corpus, in which the answer is searched, consists of texts
discussing a specific field. This type of NLQPS is easier, for the vocabulary is more predictable,
and ontologies describing the domain are easier to construct. The other type of NLQPS, open-
domain query processing, deals with unrestricted topics. Hence, query may concern any subject.
The corpus may consist of unstructured or structured texts. Yet another way of classifying the
field of NLQPS deals with language. In monolingual NLQPS both the query and the corpus are in
the same language. In cross-language NLQPS the language of the query (source language) is
different from the language of the documents (target language).

Since the early days of artificial intelligence in the 60’s, researchers have been fascinated with
answering natural language query. However, the difficulty of natural language processing (NLP)
had limited the scope of NLQPS to domain-specific expert systems. NLQPS has been studied in
NLP since 1970s with the systems like BASEBALL [13], which provides answers to query about
the American Baseball League and LUNAR [11], which allowed geologists to ask query about
moon rocks. In recent years, the combination of web growth, improvements in information
technology, and the explosive demand for better information access has reignited the interest in
QA systems.
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QA is regarded as more complex NLP application than other types of applications like
information retrieval (IR) or information extraction (IE), and it is some time regarded as
paramount of IR/IE. Typically QA is supported by Natural Language Processing and IE [16].

The applications that will be possible when NLP capabilities are fully realized are impressive
computers would be able to process natural language, translating languages accurately and in real
time, or extracting and summarizing information from a variety of data sources, depending on the
users requests. Now there is clear need for improved techniques to organize large quantities of
information.  Applied and theoretical research in the areas of information authorship, processing,
storage and retrieval is of interest to all sectors of the community. In this work the investigator’s
focus is strictly on the retrieval of information in response to Natural Language queries [15]. At
present almost all information available in electronic form, hence an intelligent Query processing
system is capable of locating information submitted by a Natural Language Query. An
information agent is in control for providing the knowledge understanding of information. This
searching system model includes a shallow parser for analyzing the query, a transformer for
transforming syntactic structure of query to its semantic representation, a generator for generating
queries on relational database from semantic model, and a constructor to construct SQL query for
retrieval [1] request raised by the user. The information agent accepts the Natural language Query
explores the idea of user request and transform into a structured query language query or a query
to the Information retrieval system [figure 1]. To explore the actual idea of a Natural Language
Query by a machine require the various levels of Natural Language Processing techniques [14].

Figure 1: Query processing system

2. RELATED WORK

The very first attempts at NLP database interfaces are just as old as any other NLP research. In
fact database NLP may be one of the most important successes in NLP since it began. Asking
queries to databases in natural language is a very convenient and easy method of data access,
especially for casual users who do not understand complicated database query languages such as
SQL. The success in this area is partly because of the real-world benefits that can come from
database NLP systems, and partly because NLP works very well in a single-database domain.
Databases usually provide small enough domains that ambiguity problems in natural language
can be resolved successfully. Here are some examples of database NLP systems:
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LUNAR (Woods, 1973) involved a system that answered queries about rock samples brought
back from the moon. Two databases were used, the chemical analyses and the literature
references. The program used an Augmented Transition Network (ATN) parser and Woods'
Procedural Semantics. The system was informally demonstrated at the Second Annual Lunar
Science Conference in 1971. [6]

LIFER/LADDER was one of the first good database NLP systems. It was designed as a natural
language interface to a database of information about US Navy ships. This system, as described in
a paper by Hendrix (1978), used a semantic grammar to parse queries and query a distributed
database. The LIFERILADDER system could only support simple one-table queries or multiple
table queries with easy join conditions. [5]

ELIZA [11] has been a classical work on natural language Query Processing mimicking natural
human communication and intelligence. It uses a number of key-words and phrases to guess the
type of question and for generating slots for outputs from the database. It does not use linguistic
knowledge. Such a system is of limited practical use due to its limited ability to handle variety of
constructs [8].There has been a lot of research on developing more practical systems catering to
multiple domains [5],using multiple knowledge sources [3,4], and for cross lingual information
retrieval [7].

3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The user specifies the query language while starting a dialogue with the system. The language
specific shallow parser receives each query in the dialogue for analysis. It tags the input query
morpho-semantically using the domain ontology present in the domain and linguistic models.
These tagged words are assembled into chunks that represent source destination name chunks,
vehicle name chunks, keyword chunks etc. The keyword chunks and sometimes information
chunks are used to identify the topic of the query, i.e., the query frame. The domain model
includes the words (or chunks) that occur in the input query in each language, together with the
type of the chunk. It also includes the default value rules and the interpretive rules in each
language. The linguistic model for each language includes the inflections, post-positions or route
words and the keywords for handling the inflected words and to identify the query topic
unambiguously. The user model includes the user details like name, service, designation, office
and home address and the journey class frequently travelled by the user among others that are
considered by the system while predicting the user intentions or making recommendations to the
user. Query frame is called to generate all necessary SQL statement(s) using the information
chunks. In this system, two aspects of dialogue are modelled by the DM, a generic description of
how the dialogue can be interpreted by the dialogue model [12] and the representation of resulting
dialogue in the dialogue history [13] that contains previous information. DM also keeps track of
the anaphoric / elliptical queries from the user that constitutes the dialogue.

4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this keyword based approach the input query statement is analyzed by the query analyzer,
which uses domain ontology stored as knowledge base, generating tokens and keywords. The
appropriate query frame is selected based on the keywords and the tokens in the query statement.
Each query frame is associated with a SQL generation procedure. The appropriate SQL
statement(s) is generated using the tokens retrieved from the input query.
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Figure 2: Natural Language Processing levels on a Query

4.1. General Format, Page Layout and Margins

1. Query Interface:  Designing the front end, where the user will enter the query in natural
language.

2. Morphological Analyzer: The given input is broken in to token into several token.

3. Shallow Parsing: shallow parser provider the structure the structural basis for NLP
queries.

• Tagging: The individual words are tagged depending up on the specific database
domain and the keywords.

• Chunking: Chunking is a process of finding related group of word.
• Query frame Decision: Restricting the query domain and information domain.

4. SQL Generator: The output from the parser will generate an appropriate SQL query for
the given statement.

5. Data Collection: The query will interact with the database.
6. Answer Generator: The output of the given query is generated.
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5. DESIGN OF INFORMATION SYSTEM AND LINGUISTIC MODEL

The database is structured and contains the information to provide the transport information
service. Transport information system, database contains information about the arrival/departure
time of vehicles. The aim of database management is to describe the information, in order to offer
the service. The main tables used here are schedule table for each vehicle. Domain and linguistic
model hold the knowledge of the world that is being talked about. Information from the domain
and linguistic model is primarily used to guide the semantic interpretation of user’s requests; to
find the relevant items and relations that are discussed, to supply default values, etc. The
knowledge presented in this domain and linguistic model is coupled to the background database
system.

6. DESIGN OF THE CORPUS

The system maintains a corpus of the domain to facilitate system. For a system operating on a
restricted domain this is quite obvious since it will greatly improve the disambiguation and
parsing. The words that occur in the database query for enquiry system includes words describing
vehicle details, and date and/or period of journey or keywords that specify the topic of the query.
Hence we stored a domain dependent ontology in the knowledge base.

7. NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING OF THE QUERY

In this work there is a corpus for the possible words in the transportation time enquiry system.
The user query will be processed in various Natural language processing levels. For this it
required the linguistic information about the reflected form of the words. Here we have conducted
a detailed study on the

Malayalam inflections  :- (BUO (ill[from])), (\Dda (lake[to])), (%[3(oude[‘s]))  etc..

Some input querys are:-

1) #DgWKBUO<Uka  *jWCU\Dda \=T*Wk ([8T[d ?

2) #DgWKBUO<Uka  *jWCU\Dda8UvJTKa/b \=T*Wk ([8DcT^ ?

#DgWKBUO(from alappuzha)
<Uka(From)
*jWCU\Dda(to kannur )
8UvJTKa/b  (Monday)
\=T*Wk(going)

(vehicles)
([8DcT^ (Which)

We have considered possible postpositions
Like <Uka ([from]). (For eg: (#DgWKBUO).
[from alappuzha])), which can be used to identify the source station in the input query .We kept a
list of keywords in a table in order to identify the proper query frame.

The input query statement is carried out to identifythe root words / terms. Analyzing the whole
input query, the system identifies several tokens such as Train name, Station name, date and
period of the day etc. and a set of keywords.
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For example:#DgWKBUO<Uka  *jWCU\Dda \=T*Wk ([8T[d ?

Here query is parsed based on spaces. Afterparsing each word, it is searched in the knowledge
base until the word is found. After searching each word/term in the knowledge base, their types
and semantic information are put in a list of tokens. Each token has three properties: the token
value, its type and semantic information that it contains. These tokens and keywords are used to
decide the proper query frame. For the above example, the tokens identified are

#DgWKBUO(from allapuza), <Uka(From)
*jWCU\Dda(to kannur ),8UvJTKa/b (Monday)
\=T*Wk(going), (vehicles), ([8DcT^ (Which)are under keywords list.

8. QUERY FRAME DECISION

The keywords in the input query are detected. In this step, based on the tokens and keywords, we
identify the appropriate query frame. Restricting the query domain and information resource, the
scope of the user request can be focused. That is, there are a finite number of expected question
topics. Each expected question topic is defined under a single query frame. Some query frame
examples for Railway information system are fare of a journey [Fare], arrival [Arr_Time] or
departure time [Dep_Time] of a train, trains between important stations [Imp_Stations],
scheduled time [Sched_Time], weekly frequency of a train [Arr_Frequency / Dep_Frequency.
The selection process of query frame has a great influence on the precision of the system, while
there is not much likelihood of errors in other processes, such as getting the information from the
dialogue history or generating SQL statement(s) from the selected query frame and/or retrieving
the answer from the database and generating natural language answer from the retrieved result.

9. SQL GENERATION

Dependent upon the keyword and tokens the query frame is selected for a question, the
corresponding procedure for the SQL query generation is called. For each query frame there is a
procedure for SQL statement(s) generation [16]. In order to generate the SQL query, it needs the
tokens generated by the query analyzer.

SQL generation procedure considers that the user provide the necessary information.

For example:-

#DgWKBUO<Uka  *jWCU\Dda \=T*Wk  [`3BU<W*P ([8T[d ?

Which are the train running from alappuzha to kannur?
The [Train_name] Query frame is selected.
SELECT trainName FROM train_details
WHERESource_station_Name= #DgWK destination_station_Name = *jWM;

10. ANSWER GENERATION

Once the SQL statement for an input query statement is generated, it is triggered on the database
and the retrieved information is used to represent the answer.
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Figure 3

11. EVALUATION

To evaluate our system, we had taken queries from common people who travel by train in Kerala.
They have also been told about the constraints on the nature of queries in the system. We had
shown an example query accepted by the system. We evaluated our system, with and without the
dialogue management.

Evaluation of system without dialogue management: The system without dialogue management
means, one question, and one answer, there is no such an interaction between user and system.
Here we are considering two measures for evaluating the system without dialogue management.
Those are Precision and Recall.

Precision = (Number of correct outputs generated by the system / Number of outputs generated by
the system) * 100.

Recall = (Number of correct outputs generated by the system / Number of natural language
queries given to the system) * 100.

The system is evaluated by giving a set of 70 queries. Out of 70 queries, system has generated
output for the 64 queries. Out of 64 outputs, 56 are identified as correct outputs, for the remaining
8 queries, system unable to generate the exact output.

Number of outputs generated = 64.
Number of correct output generated = 56.
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Precision = (56/64)*100 = 87.50%.
Number of natural language queries given to the system = 70.
Recall = (56/70)*100 = 80.00%.

12. CONCLUSION

In this NLP system following the keyword based approach, each word need not be found in the
knowledge base. Only the words that contain semantic information needs to be found in the
knowledge base. By restricting the coverage of queries, our system could achieve relatively high
dialogue success rate. However, for a real practical system this success rate must be improved.

The multilingual restricted domain Query Processing system separates dialogue control from the
application logic, provides a portable dialogue manger and a user- friendly interface. The
Dialogue manager is language independent separate modules have been developed to generate the
necessary SQL statement(s) to retrieve the result, which is used in generating the natural language
answer by the answer generator. Some preliminary evaluation of the system has been carried out.
We are developing more robust shallow parser and the modules for the remaining query frames
with dialogue management. Similar modules have to be developed for other Indian languages.
The scope of the system should be extended to handle information retrieval from documents.

The system needs to be upgraded so that a user can query for railway information over phone.
The speech input can be converted to textual query. This textual query can be input of our system
and the textual output can be converted to speech again to answer the user. It is not realistic to
assume that text-based dialogue systems can be converted into speech-based dialogue systems
trivially, e.g. by adding speech recognition and synthesizer components. The focus of these
systems is different, and some of the research queries, especially those dealing with the nuances
of written text, are not particularly relevant in speech systems. Nevertheless, speech systems can
utilize knowledge from text-based dialogue systems
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